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The War Crimes of Appropriation 
Under the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the UN Court in the Hague, the Appropriation of 
Property has been outlawed. When that Property is used in a tool to facilitate Genocide, a much 
more pervasive set of crimes occurs. 

Likewise, under Rome Statute §8(2)(b)(iv) the Appropriation of Property at a National Level is a 
war crime. Any Rome Statute Nation receiving that Property and its Use in a subsidiary War Crime 
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under Section  §6(a) or  §7(a) becomes party to the  §8(2)(b)(iv) action as well. As with the ICJ’s 
standards, Weapon Systems are especially controlled by this fact. 

The value of Property in a War
Property is so valuable in today’s World that its Seizure, Appropriation, and Conversion at a 
National Level is specifically enumerated in the War Crime Statutes of both the ICJ and the 
International Criminal Court. In both instances, the Hague Courts have a full set of constructs for 
the prohibition of the theft of properties./ 

Intellectual Property as the New “Gold”
Intellectual Property is the new Gold. It is considered more valuable than real-estate because it 
represents the basis for Technology. Intellectual Property itself then is the newest and possibly most 
important thing on the planet. The Secret of how to Build an Atomic Bomb for instance, was the 
most closely guarded information on Earth, and two people were executed for its being leaked to 
Russia from the US as just an example. Intellectual Property… is the soft spot in attacking the 
illegal wars being waged on this Planet then. 

Intellectual Properties damage claims last 20 or 99 years
By comparison, Intellectual Properties are “Nuclear” in form. They have damages which can last 
the FULL PATENT and all DERIVATIVE PATENTS LIFETIME (each of 20 Years) as well as the 
COPYRIGHT LIFETIME against the IP inside Softwares. As such they are ‘toxic like nuclear 
radiation in form’ and parties abusing those are subject to “Radiation Burns” from their actions for 
decades. 

Intellectual Properties used in Weapons are especially 
damaging when they are stolen
The value of controlling those tools then becomes paramount in a Military Operation. 

Take the Case of US6370629 and the related Weapons Systems Brief. It pertains to illegally 
obtained and used IP from US and UK/EU Weapons Houses used in a number of Gulf Conflicts. 

Where to wage this war? 
The question is where to wage this War, and there is an answer… 

The ICJ?
The International Court of Justice is a good place to wage an attack against the West if you can 
disqualify the French and British votes from the UN Security Council in the same process. But 
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without control of the UNSC the value of the ICJ can be lessened to a point where its  ability to 
implement a quick response in any matter is limited. 

Once the UNSC itself is set into a mode under Article 27(3) (and its qualifying Article 52(3) 
mandate) then the ICJ is an excellent place to pursue a response. It however cannot issue financial 
awards which may be the most hurtful ones possible. 

The ICC? 
The International Criminal Court is also a good place to wage an attack against the West if you can 
show manipulation of the UN as well. The International Criminal Court  can and will hear a Stolen 
Property Weapons Use claim under Rome Statute §8(2)(b)(iv) as well as the Uses of that in a Proxy 
War run by a third party under §8(2)(b)(xv). 

In both instances any party acting willingly as a Proxy for a Third Party involves both the original 
party, and themselves, as well as the Property Appropriations Claims. There are also related claims 
under §8(2)(b)(ii-2) as well for crimes against the people which cause loss of commerce and 
livelihood therein. 

The Bombing of another's Country also facilitates the §8(2)(b)(i)  claim of  Attacking Civilians in 
any Conflict Zone. The Bombing of another's Country also facilitates the §8(2)(b)(ii)  claim of 
Attacking the Buildings and Property, of those parties using the Weapons Systems in question. 

The Bombing of another's Country also facilitates the §8(2)(b)(xiii)  claim of Destroying the 
property, Cities, and Buildings of those parties using the Weapons Systems in question. 

The Permanent Court Of Arbitration 
The Permanent Court Of Arbitration is an amazing place to wage a Property Damage Claim based 
battle. Again if you can with a War Crime Complaint like #336/18 over the theft of IP used inside 
Weapon Systems, bring direct Damage Claims for Loss of Life, Property Damage, and derivative 
Damages against those parties involved in the War Crime itself, you have a next-generation damage
claim model for effecting a world-peace action. 

The Permanent Court of Arbitration can and will hear a Stolen Property Weapons Use claim under 
Rome Statute §8(2)(b)(iv) as well as the Uses of that in a Proxy War run by a third party under 
§8(2)(b)(xv). In both instances any party acting willingly as a Proxy for a Third Party involves both 
the original party, and themselves, as well as the Property Appropriations Claims. There are also 
related claims under §8(2)(b)(ii-2) as well for crimes against the people which cause loss of 
commerce and livelihood therein. The Bombing of another's Country also facilitates the §8(2)(b)
(xiii)  claim of Destroying the property, Cities, and Buildings of those parties using the Weapons 
Systems in question. 
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The Bombing of another's Country also facilitates the §8(2)(b)(i)  claim of  Attacking Civilians in 
any Conflict Zone and opens a Financial Damages Claim against those areas and Objects. 

The Bombing of another's Country also facilitates the §8(2)(b)(ii)  claim of Attacking the Buildings 
and Property, of those parties using the Weapons Systems in question and opens a Financial 
Damages Claim against those areas and Objects.  

The Bombing of another's Country also facilitates the §8(2)(b)(xiii)  claim of Destroying the 
property, Cities, and Buildings of those parties using the Weapons Systems in question and opens a 
Financial Damages Claim against those areas and Objects. . 

The Yemeni Conflict as a Third Party Proxy War
As an example of using this set of claims, the Saudi Arabia and related nations running the Proxy 
War in Yemen opens those Nations as Rome Statute Signatories to an attack against their financial 
responsibility therein. 

Saudi Arabia and its actions
The Saudi Government is fully exposed in its War Operations Actions is the principal Proxy for 
various Western Interests in Yemen, both to take control of Yemen for its proximity to the Straights 
and control its ports offer on trade in that area, but also for its hidden standing as an undisclosed 
Holy Land defined in the Old Testament. Yemen is actually the true home of many places which are
attributed to Israel and related areas, and with proper study of certain key Religious documents this 
is revealed. 

The Weapons Saudi was using

The Weapons Saudi Arabia is using are all stolen IP pertaining to the Glassey US637069 and 
US6393126 Patents as well as the NIST CRADA 1681 CommonVIEW GPS Services necessary to 
set up and operate Smart Bombs and Cruise Missiles. 

The Damage claims possible against those parties supplying 
the Weapons
There are two classes of Damage Claims possible both independently and in concert with the Patent
and IP Recoveries Company. The Independent damage claims claim cash damage awards against 
the Weapons Vendors themselves (*Raytheon, *General Dynamics, *General Atomics, and 
*Lockheed) as simple examples. This also includes weapons and aircraft systems from the US and 
the UK as well as other EU Vendors. 
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The vendors have illegally sold and provided those weapons to third parties for uses in the Gulf 
Conflict and they are commercially liable for those crimes. That the US Government gave them 
judicial Immunity perfects the case before the Hague’s courts themselves as well as the Permanent 
Court of Arbitration. 

The In-Concert Claims requires Yemeni Government to take a Stake in the Patent an IP Recoveries 
LLC and the new Russia Based instance of Patent and IP Recoveries for its damage claims against 
the UK and EU Nations. In both instances the Yemeni Government would then be entitled to 
recovery moneys specific to its damages, and that of its Citizens loss of life, wrongful loss of 
commerce, and related damages throughout the full period those ‘losses were felt’. 

The Damage Claims possible against the Saudi Government
There are two distinct claims of Damage Claims possible both independently and in concert with 
the Patent and IP Recoveries Company. 

The Independent damage claims claim cash damage awards against the Weapons Vendors 
themselves (*Raytheon, *General Dynamics, *General Atomics, and *Lockheed) as simple 
examples. This also includes weapons and aircraft systems from the US and the UK as well as other
EU Vendors. 

Like those general damage claims against the Vendors a specific set of damage claims are available 
against the Saudi Government which even if they refuse to pay, can be used to make it globally 
illegal to buy Saudi Oil in any from. The failure to abide by that Sanction in the US would take the 
US out as well so the power of this claim against the Saudi Government attacks its control of OPEC
as well.

Since those vendors have illegally sold and provided those weapons to Saudi Arabia as their proxy, 
and Saudi Arabia accepted that role, almost with glee, it is commercially liable for those crimes. 

Summary
Treating a War Crime as a crime against Humanity itself is no longer enough. Killing happens 
everywhere and everyday. So the key to attacking the problem in Yemen is in the Permanent Court 
of Arbitration as well as before the International Criminal Court under Filing #336/18 over the 
US6370629, US6393126 and CRADA 1681 frauds since NO SMART WEAPONS CAN BE 
OPERATED WITHOUT THESE. 
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